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ABSTRACT 
 
In this paper we shall discuss certain stochastic properties of the run length of 
upper one-sided  X  and  EWMA control charts for the process mean when the 
quality characteristic is normally distributed.  We look at the performance of these 
two charts in the presence of shifts in the process mean and the standard deviation, 
and at their ability to detect these latter shifts and to give misleading signals. 
 
 
 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
It is widely known that, when the quality characteristic is normally distributed 
with known variance, the detection of small and moderate shifts in the process 
mean can be substantially improved by substituting a  X - chart by an  EWMA 
control chart (see, e.g., Lucas and Saccucci (1990)).  This property is obviously 
inherited by the upper one-sided versions of such control charts, which are only 2 
adequate to detect increases of the process mean and are described below. 
  The  description  of  these  two  one-sided  charts  will  be  made  under  the 
Gaussian  model  assumption.    Thus,  we  suppose  that  the  Nth  random  sample 
X N = X1N,...,XnN ( )  is  drawn  from  a  distribution  belonging  to  the  family 
N m,s
2 ( ),  -¥ <m < +¥, s
2 >0 { }. 
  The summary statistics of the upper one-sided  EWMA and  X  charts can be 
expressed, respectively, as follows:  
 
W0 = w0
WN = max m0,  1- l ( )WN-1 + lX  N { } , N = 1,2,...
  (1) 
 
X  N
+ = max m0,X  N { }.  (2) 
 
Here  m0  is  the  nominal  value  of  the  process  mean,  l   belongs  to  0,1 ( ]  and 
corresponds to the weight given to the most recent sample mean and  w0  is the 
initial value given to the upper one-sided EWMA control chart  statistic. 
  The production is declared out-of-control at time  N by the upper one-sided 
EWMA  X  ( ) chart if  wN  x  N
+ ( ), the observed value of the summary statistic, is 
above the (upper) control limit 
 
UCLE = m0 + g Es0 l 2 - l ( )n [ ]  (3) 
 
UCLS = m0 +g S s0 n ( ).  (4) 
 
s0 n  denotes the nominal value of the sample mean standard deviation. g S  and 
g E belong to  0,+¥ ( ).  These two constants and l  are usually selected by fixing 
the average run length  ARL ( ) for each of these two upper one-sided control charts 
for m  in two situations:  one being when the quality level is acceptable — i.e., 
m = m0  and s = s0 — and one when it is rejectable — that is, m > m0 or s > s0 . 
  Let d = n m - m0 ( ) s0  and q = s s0 .  When the process is in control we 
have  d,q ( )= 0,1 ( ), whereas out-of-control  d,q ( ) takes a constant value (assumed 
to be known) in  0,+¥ [ )´ 1,+¥ [ )\ 0,1 ( ) { }.  And in the absence of shifts in s  we 
have  d,q ( )Î 0,+¥ [ )´ 1 {}. 
  Let w0 = m0 + ag Es0 l 2 - l ( )n [ ], where a Î 0,1 [ );  if a Î 0,1 ( )  a = 0 ( ) 
a  a ´100%  head  start  (no  head  start)  has  been  given  to  the  chart;    this 
enhancement to the upper one-sided  EWMA control chart for  m  speeds up the 
detection of increases in m  (see, e.g., Lucas and Crosier (1982)). 3 
  Let  ARLS d,q ( ) denote the  ARL of the upper one-sided  X - chart, and let 
ARLE
a d,q ( ) be the ARL Markov approximation (Brook and Evans (1972)) for the 
upper one-sided  EWMA chart with an  a ´100%  a Î 0,1 [ ) ( ) head start.  And, 
finally, recall that 1 ARL may be regarded as the detection speed, and that  ARL 
gives an indication of the ability to detect shifts. 
 
  This completes the introduction.  Here is what lies ahead. 
  In Section 2 we establish some stochastic monotonicity properties for the 
run length of the studied control charts for  m , casting interesting light on their 
performance when a combined control scheme for m  and s  is not adopted.  We 
also investigate the run length to a misleading signal  (i.e., the number of samples 
taken up to and including the one which is responsible by an out-of-control signal 
given by the chart for m , when an increase of the process standard deviation (and 
only of this parameter) has ocurred), and in particular the stochastic monotonicity 
of this random variable. 
 
2.  SOME PROPERTIES OF THE RUN LENGTH 
IN THE PRESENCE OF SHIFTS IN  s 
 
2.1  THE SHEWHART CASE 
 
Conditioned on the fact that the mean equals m = m0 +ds0 n, d ³0, RLS d,q ( ) 
— the run length of the upper one-sided X - chart — has a geometric distribution 
with survival function given by 
 
F  RLS d,q ( ) s ( ) =
1, s <1
F g S - d ( ) q [ ] [ ]
s [ ]
, s ³1,
ì 
í 
î 
  (5) 
 
where  s [ ] is the integer part of s . 
  Noting  that  F  RLS d ,q ( ) s ( )  is  a  decreasing  function  of  d   and  a  decreasing, 
constant  and  increasing  function  of  q   when  d < g S,  d = g S  and  d > g S, 
respectively,  and  that  the  random  variable  Z  is  stochastically  larger  than  Y 
Z ³st Y ( )  if  and  only  if  their  survival  functions  satisfy  F  Z x ( ) ³ F  Y x ( ),  for 
-¥ < x < +¥ , it follows that:  
 
•  for fixed q ³ 1, 
RLS d,q ( )³ st RLS ¢  d ,q ( ), 0 £ d < ¢  d  < +¥ ;  (6) 
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•  for fixed d < g S, 
RLS d,q ( )³ st RLS d, ¢  q  ( ), 1£ q < ¢  q  < +¥;  (7) 
 
•  for fixed d = g S, 
RLS d,q ( )=st RLS d, ¢  q  ( ), q, ¢  q  Î 1,+¥ [ );  (8) 
 
•  and for fixed d > g S, 
RLS d,q ( )£ st RLS d, ¢  q  ( ), 1£ q < ¢  q  < +¥.  (9) 
 
  It can be seen from result (6) ((7)) that, for fixed q ³ 1 (if d < g S), the larger 
the increase in the process mean (standard deviation), the smaller the number of 
samples taken until the detection of such a change. 
  It is worth mentioning that result (8) means that when d = g S the run length 
has a distribution function which does not depend on  q  and it is a geometric 
random variable with parameter 0.5 (see Figure 1).  This fact is not surprising 
because  the  upper  one-sided  X - chart  for  m   (as  well as the upper one-sided 
EWMA chart for m ) is not designed to detect changes in s . 
 
       
¬  P X  N >UCLS d, ¢  q  ( ) = gS,1.5 ( ) [ ]
¬  P X  N > UCL S d,q ( )= g S,1.2 ( ) [ ]
¬  P X  N >UCLS d,q ( )= 0,1 ( ) [ ]
 
 
FIGURE 1 —  Two out-of-control distributions  (d, ¢  q  ) = (g S,1.5), (  (d,q) = (g S,1.2)), implying 
result (8) —  RLS(g S,q) =st RLS(g S, ¢  q ) —, and in-control distribution  (d,q) = (0,1) ( ). 
 
  Result (9) can be phrased more clearly by saying that if d > g S, the more 
severe is the shift in s  the smaller is the ability of the upper one-sided  X - chart 
to  discriminate  effectively  changes  in  the  two  process  parameters  and,  in 5 
particular, in the process mean.  An intuitive explanation was mentioned in the 
previous paragraph.  A further justification for this increasing behavior of the run 
length stems from the fact that, when d > g S, the true process mean is above the 
upper control limit UCLS, the probability that the sample mean exceeds UCLS is 
equal to F d - g S ( ) q [ ] and larger than 0.5;  thus, a decrease of s  will make it 
more likely that the sample mean will be responsible for a signal than it would be 
if s  would increase (see Figure 2). 
 
       
¬  P X  N > UCL S d, ¢  q  ( ) = 2g S,1.5 ( ) [ ]
¬  P X  N > UCLS d,q ( )= 2gS,1.2 ( ) [ ]
¬  P X  N >UCL S d,q ( )= 0,1 ( ) [ ]
 
 
FIGURE 2 —  Two out-of-control dist.  (d, ¢  q  ) = (2g S,1.5), (  (d,q) = (2g S,1.2)), implying result 
(9) —  RLS(d,q) £st RLS(d, ¢  q ), if d > g S —, and in-control distribution  (d,q) = (0,1) ( ). 
 
 
2.2  THE EWMA CASE 
 
Let RLE
a d,q ( ) be the Markov approximation for this chart run length, based on an 
absorbing Markov chain with discrete state space  0,1,...,x +1 { } and absorbing 
state  x +1 ( ).  This random variable depends on x but, to simplify the notation, we 
will suppress this dependence in the notation.  In this case RLE
a d,q ( ) has survival 
function given by 
 
F 
RLE
a d,q ( ) s ( )=
1,                                    s< 1
¢  e  a x+1 ( ) [ ]+1  Q d,q ( ) [ ]
s [ ] 1, s ³1
ì 
í 
î 
  (10) 
 
where:  ei denotes the i
th vector of the standard orthonormal basis for    R
x+1;  1 is a 6 
column vector of  x +1 ones;  and Q d,q ( ) is a sub-stochastic matrix, defined in 
the appendix, which rules the transitions between the transient states.    (For the 
underlying  details  of  this  Markov  chain  see  the  appendix.    For  the  Markov 
approach in general, see Brook and Evans (1972) and Lucas and Saccucci (1990).) 
  Results (6), (7) and (9) have an analogue for the upper one-sided  EWMA 
control chart: 
 
•  for fixed q ³ 1 and a Î 0,1 [ ), 
RLE
a d,q ( )³st RLE
a ¢  d ,q ( ), 0 £ d < ¢  d  <+¥ ,  (11) 
 
•  for fixed d £d L and a Î 0,1 [ ), 
RLE
a d,q ( )³st RLE
a d, ¢  q  ( ), 1£ q < ¢  q  < +¥,  (12) 
 
•  for fixed d ³ dU and a Î 0,1 [ ), 
RLE
a d,q ( )£st RLE
a d, ¢  q  ( ), 1£ q < ¢  q  < +¥,  (13) 
 
where 
 
dL =
g E 1- 1- l ( ) x + 1 2 ( ) [ ]
x +1 ( ) l 2 - l ( )
,  (14) 
 
dU =
g E x + 1 ( )- 1- l ( ) 2 [ ]
x +1 ( ) l 2 - l ( )
.  (15) 
 
Since this chart can be given a head start, we can add an extra property: 
 
•  for fixed d ³ 0 and q ³ 1, 
RLE
a d,q ( )³st RLE
¢  a  d,q ( ), 0 £a < ¢  a  <1;  (16) 
 
  It  is  worth  noting  that,  since  RLE
a d,q ( )= RLE
a d,q;x ( )  converges  in 
distribution to the exact run length, as  x ® +¥, we can use Theorem 1.A.3c of 
Shaked and Shanthikumar (1994) and state that results (11)-(13) and (16) still 
hold  for  the  exact  run  length,  with  dL  and  dU   replaced  by 
lim
x®+¥dL = -g E 1-l ( ) l 2-l ( ) and  lim
x®+¥dU = g E l 2- l ( ) in (12) and (13). 
 
  Equation (16) reflects the stochastic implication of setting the upper one-
sided  EWMA for m  to an initial head start value:  it will imply a decrease of the 
run length, which is reasonable enough because, for 0 £ a < ¢  a  <1, this chart with 
a a ´100% head start tends to signal less frequently than the same chart with a 
¢  a  ´ 100% head start.  Equation (11) essentially means that the run length of the 7 
upper one-sided  EWMA chart is stochastically decreasing in m   m ³ m0 ( );  thus, 
the control chart increases its ability to detect an increase in  m  as this change 
becomes  more  severe;    result  (11)  is  somehow  expected  since  there  is  some 
similarity  between  the  survival  functions  of  RLS d,q ( ) and  RLE
a d,q ( ).  Cabral 
Morais  and  Pacheco  (1998),  p.  950,  briefly  mentioned  these  two  stochastic 
properties. 
  Given the usual values of g S ,  RLS d,q ( ) decreases stochastically with q  for 
most of the likely values of d  (i.e., small and moderate values of d ).  But notice 
that  dL  in  (12)  is  rarely  positive  (in  fact  its  limit  -g E 1-l ( ) l 2- l ( )  is 
negative) because we tend to use large values of  x and small values of  l , to 
provide a fine approximation to the properties of the true run length of the upper 
one-sided  EWMA  chart,  and  to  yield  a  good  performance  in  comparison  to 
RLS d,q ( ), respectively. 
  For any fixed  d  in the interval  dL,dU ( ), we cannot predict the monotone 
behavior of  RLE
a d,q ( ) in terms of q .   If we recall the considerations about the 
sign of dL and the fact that dU  is rather large for the same reasons pointed out 
previously,  we  could  assert  that  the  interval  dL,dU ( )  includes  all  the  relevant 
values of d  — the small and moderate ones.  This is a severe disadvantage of the 
upper one-sided  EWMA chart compared to the upper one-sided  X  chart; it is a 
consequence  of  the  fact  that  the  upper  one-sided  EWMA  chart  deals  with  a 
summary statistic with a more complex structure, a discrete time Markov chain 
with continuous state space. 
  The stochastic monotonicity result (13) is valid for "very large" shifts in  m , 
in particular, for d > g E l 2-l ( ).  Thus, the associated  ARL values are quite 
small and it seems that this decreasing behavior has no practical significance. 
  After all these comments, we conclude that (12) and (13) are are not perfect 
analogues of (7) and (9). 
 
2.3  THE RUN LENGTH TO A MISLEADING SIGNAL 
 
The RL's of the upper one-sided X  and EWMA control charts for m  studied here 
do not depend directly on the nominal values of the process mean and standard 
deviation,  m0 and s0 (see formulas (5), (10) and (A.4)-(A.6)).  They do depend 
upon the form of the density of the observations and directly on the values of 8 
parameters like g S , g E, l , d , and q  (which reflects changes in s ).  Therefore, a 
change in s  can be followed by an out-of-control signal by the chart for m  and  
send the user of the control chart in the wrong direction in the attempt to diagnose 
the cause of a non-existent change in m .  This is what St. John and Bragg (1991) 
called a misleading signal of type III and Cabral Morais and Pacheco (2000a) 
defined as the first of two types of "pure misleading signals" (when a combined 
scheme is being used to control both process parameters);  it can also be thought 
of as a specific sort of false alarm. 
  When a combined scheme is not adopted, the run length to a misleading 
signal is a particular case of the run length itself:  it corresponds to  RLS 0,q ( ) and 
RLE
a 0,q ( ), with q > 1, for the upper one-sided  X - chart and the upper one-sided 
EWMA chart for m , respectively.   Accordingly the stochastic properties of the 
run length to a misleading signal follow quite easily.  
  In view of (7) we have for the upper one-sided  X - chart the following 
stochastic result 
 
•  RLS 0,q ( )³ st RLS 0, ¢  q  ( ), 1< q < ¢  q  < +¥.  (17) 
 
Bearing in mind (16), it can be concluded, for the run length to a misleading 
signal on the upper one-sided EWMA chart, that 
 
•  for fixed q > 1, 
RLE
a 0,q ( )³ st RLE
¢  a  0,q ( ), 0 £a < ¢  a  <1.  (18) 
 
The  stochastic  monotone  behavior  of  RLE
a 0,q ( )  is  rather  difficult  to  assess 
because  usually  dL  is  negative  and  dU   is  positive  and  rather  large;    but 
computational results presented in Cabral Morais and Pacheco (2000b) suggest 
that  RLE
a 0,q ( ) decreases stochastically with  q .  As a consequence of this and 
result (17), misleading signals tend to be more likely to happen as the process 
standard deviation increases, thus, suggesting the use of an additional chart for s  
to yield a more balanced control scheme for the two process parameters. 
 
3. CONCLUSIONS  
 
One  of  the  most  compelling  questions  concerning  any  control  chart  is  the 
(stochastic)  monotone  behavior  of  its  performance  measures.    Establishing  a 9 
monotonicity result allows us to predict what are the consequences of a change in 
a design  a ( ) or process parameter  d,q ( ) in the chart performance. 
  Most of the work in the area of quality control has concentrated on the ARL 
of  the  proposed/studied  control  chart.    The  results  presented  here  yield  new 
comparisons between other performance measures like the  RL percentage points 
and the run length to a misleading signal of the upper one-sided  X  and  EWMA 
charts for m . 
  Sufficient conditions were established for the RL  — of the upper one-sided 
X  and  EWMA charts for m  — to increase stochastically as the process standard 
deviation grows, implying that these charts become progressively less sensitive to 
the same shift in the process mean. 
  For example, it was proved that the run length of the upper one-sided  X  
control  chart  can  be  decreasing,  constant,  or  an  increasing  function  of  q , 
depending on the fixed value of d .  As for the run length of the upper one-sided 
EWMA chart, sufficient conditions were established for this random variable to 
increase  (decrease)  stochastically  as  the  process  standard  deviation  grows, 
implying that this chart becomes progressively less (more) sensitive to the same 
shift in the process mean.  Some numerical investigations (see Cabral Morais and 
Pacheco (2000b)) show that the run length of the upper one-sided  EWMA chart 
can exhibit a nonmonotonic stochastic behavior in q  for certain values of d . 
  These properties are due to the fact that these charts are not tailored for the 
detection of shifts in s .  And the differences between the behaviors of  RLS d,q ( )                  
and  RLE
a d,q ( ) in terms of q  are a natural consequence of dealing, respectively, 
with independent and dependent summary statistics. 
 
APPENDIX 
 
This appendix has a brief description of the Markov approximation for the upper 
one-sided  EWMA  chart  run  length,  denoted  by  RLE
a d,q ( ),  and  proofs  of  the 
stochastic properties (11)-(13) and (16). 
  The  Markov  approach  is  used  to  compute  the  average  run  length  and 
functions like the survival function of  RLE
a d,q ( ).  This approach starts with the 
division of the decision interval  m0, m0 + g E ´ s0 l 2 -l ( )n [ ] [ )  in  x +1 ( ) sub-
intervals,  ei, ei+1 [ ), i Î 0,1,...,x { }, with range  D = g E ´ s0 l 2- l ( )n [ ] x +1 ( ).  10 
These sub-intervals are associated with the  x +1 ( ) transient states of an absorbing 
Markov chain with discrete state space  0,1,...,x +1 { }, absorbing state  x +1 ( ) and 
probability transition matrix  
 
 
P d,q ( )=
Q d,q ( ) I- Q d,q ( ) [ ] 1
¢  0  1
é 
ë  ê 
ù 
û  ú ,  (A.1) 
 
where:  0 is a column vector of  x +1 zeroes; I is the identity matrix with rank 
x +1 ( );  and, as mentioned before, 1 is a column vector of x +1 ones and Q d,q ( ) 
is  the  sub-stochastic  matrix  which  rules  the  transitions  between  the  transient 
states. 
  In this case, the Markov approximation of the average run length of the 
chart is given by 
 
ARLE
a d,q ( )= E RLE
a d,q ( ) [ ]= ¢  e  a ´ x+1 ( ) [ ]+1  I- Q d,q ( ) [ ]
-1
 1;  (A.2) 
 
the survival function of RLE
a d,q ( ) equals  
 
F 
RLE
a d,q ( ) s ( )=
1,                                    s < 1
¢  e  a x+1 ( ) [ ]+1  Q d,q ( ) [ ]
s [ ]
 1, s ³1,
ì 
í 
î 
  (A.3) 
 
as mentioned in section 2. 
 
  The  sub-stochastic  matrix  Q d,q ( )= qij d,q ( ) [ ] i,jÎ 0,1,...,x { }    is  defined  as 
follows: 
 
qij d,q ( )= aij d,q ( )-ai j-1 d,q ( ), i, j Î 0,1,...,x { }  (A.4) 
 
where 
ai -1 d,q ( )= 0, i Î 0,1,...,x { },  (A.5) 
 
aij d,q ( )= F
1
q
j +1 ( )- 1- l ( )i +1 2 ( ) [ ]g E
x + 1 ( ) l 2 - l ( )
- d
ì 
í 
î 
ü 
ý 
þ 
æ 
è 
ç 
ö 
ø 
÷ , i,j Î 0,1,...,x { }.  (A.6) 
 
The entries of matrix Q d,q ( ) satisfy 
 
aij d,q ( )>ai+1 j d,q ( ), i Î 0,1,...,x -1 { }, j Î 0,1,...,x { },  (A.7) 
 
and  since  qil d,q ( )
l=0
j å = aij d,q ( ),  inequality  (A.7)  means  that  P d,q ( )  is 
stochastically monotone (see Keilson and Kester (1977)).  Moreover 
 11 
¶aij d,q ( )
¶d
= -
1
q
´ f
1
q
j +1 ( )- 1- l ( ) i +1 2 ( ) [ ]g E
x +1 ( ) l 2- l ( )
- d
ì 
í 
î 
ü 
ý 
þ 
æ 
è 
ç 
ö 
ø 
÷ < 0  (A.8) 
 
for  i, j Î 0,1,...,x { }.  Under these conditions, results (25) and (24) from Cabral 
Morais and Pacheco (1998) allow us to assert the stochastic properties (16) and 
(11), respectively. 
  The identification of the stochastic monotone behavior of  RLE
a d,q ( ) with 
respect to q  is far less obvious and implies the calculation 
 
sign
¶aij d,q ( )
¶q
é 
ë  ê 
ù 
û  ú = sign d -
j +1 ( )- 1- l ( )i +1 2 ( ) [ ]g E
x + 1 ( ) l 2 - l ( )
ì 
í 
î 
ü 
ý 
þ 
  (A.9) 
 
for i, j Î 0,1,...,x { }.  This sign is negative if  
 
min
i,jÎ 0,1,...,x { } j +1 ( )- 1- l ( ) i +1 2 ( ) { }>
d
g E
x +1 ( ) l 2- l ( ) 
 
Û   d <
g E ´ 1- 1- l ( ) x +1 2 ( ) [ ]
x +1 ( ) l 2 - l ( )
= d L  (A.10) 
and positive if 
max
i,jÎ 0,1,...,x { } j +1 ( )- 1- l ( ) i +1 2 ( ) { }<
d
g E
x +1 ( ) l 2- l ( ) 
 
Û   d >
g E ´ x + 1 ( )- 1- l ( ) 2 [ ]
x +1 ( ) l 2- l ( )
= dU.  (A.11) 
Thus,  we  can  conclude the  stochastic  properties  (12)  and  (13)  for  d <d L  and 
d > dU. 
  Note that, for d = dL  d = dU ( ), all the derivatives of (A.6) with respect to q  
are surely nonpositive (nonnegative).  Thus, (12) and (13) will hold for  d = dL 
and d = dU, respectively. 
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